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. Brand New. In nearly three thousand BBC broadcasts over
fifty-eight years, Alistair Cooke reported on America, revealing
our country s complexities and idiosyncrasies to a global
audience. He was one of the most widely read and widely
heard chroniclers of America - the Twentieth Century s de
Tocqueville. Shortly after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941,
Alistair Cooke, a newly naturalized American citizen, set out to
see his country as it was undergoing monumental change. He
wanted to see what the war had done to people, to the towns I
might go through, to some jobs and crops, to stretches of
landscape I loved and had seen at peace. Working throughout
the war, Cooke finished The American Home Front as the
atomic bomb was being dropped on Hiroshima. His publisher
thought there would be little interest in books on the war, so it
was stuffed in a closet. It stayed there for almost sixty years,
nearly forgotten, until it was unearthed shortly before Cooke s
death in 2004. The American Home Front is a fascinating
artifact, a charming travelogue, and a sharp...
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Most of these publication is the perfect ebook accessible. It is amongst the most awesome publication i have got read
through. You wont truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the
event you request me).
-- Pr of . Edg a r  K shler in-- Pr of . Edg a r  K shler in

It is easy in study safer to comprehend. It can be writter in basic phrases and never confusing. It is extremely di icult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Em m itt Ha r ber-- Em m itt Ha r ber
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